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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Duplex
B. Density
C. Collate
D. Color management
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A systems administrator reports that one of the two domain name
servers does not seem to be responding to DNS requests from
clients. The servers are both up and running, name service is
running on them, and DNS requests appear in the logs. Both
servers respond to queues made at the console. Which of the
following tools should the systems administrator use to gather
more information?
A. Run a port scanner on each name server to ensure TCP port 53
is open and listening.
B. Ping the name servers by IP address to make sure they are
up, and then ping each name server by name in case name
resolution is not working for the server names.

C. Generate DNS queries and use a packet sniffer to capture DNS
traffic to/from both name servers and look for differences.
D. Run tracert from a desktop client to query each name server
and see what answers are sent back from each server.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. IPv4 Tunnel IP address
B. Tunnel mode (6to4)
C. Tunnel Keepalives
D. IPv4 Tunnel Destination
E. IPv4 Tunnel Source.
F. 6to4 IPv6 address (within 2002 /16)
Answer: B,E,F

NEW QUESTION: 4
Based on specific rules, traffic classification identifies
packets having the same characteristics. Traffic classification
is the prerequisite and basis for differentiated services.
A. True
B. False
Answer: A
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